
Privacy policy of the Himalayan Projects vzw for the "General 

Data Protection Regulation "or" GDPR ". 

Our working method is done according to strict standards to monitor the personal data 

of anyone who shares his or her data with us. The personal data obtained will come into 

our possession from contact details (in person or through our joint ventures), 

registrations for our promotions and deposits to our non-profit association and are 

subject to the law of 8 December 1992 on the protection of privacy. We give you the 

express guarantee that no information or confidential information is provided individual 

level, which we have taken or might have taken note of in the in the context of deposits 

into our accounts, subscriptions to newsletters or in the past obtained email addresses 

will be misused. We do not disclose the data data obtained to anyone, unless we have the 

right to do so would become mandatory. Your privacy is always respected and your data 

is only used internally for our news distribution, preparation of tax certificates and own 

analyzes. This one data will never be passed on to third parties without your permission. 

These data are stored on our PCs, protected by a double firewall and data protection. 

Only board members of our association have access to this data. The respective data 

collected in the context of joint ventures is also only related to that respective partners, 

which are also for the use of the ones provided by us data is bound by our privacy policy 

deed. Also all volunteers working on our projects and actions to cooperate and would 

nevertheless take note of this data are these rules bound and cannot use and / or pass it 

on for their own use, nor for third parties. 

The website is located on secure web space, currently on a secure server us made 

available by the City of Bruges. You will also find a Facebook link on our homepage to our 

facebook page. That "button" and the opening of our facebook page falls again under the 

responsibility of those social network leaders. So it is advisable to consult their terms of 

use and their privacy policy. We can only guarantee the content of our messages insofar 

as we post them ourselves and / or adapt, not so for their operation, data usage and 

applications. You can request your known data at any time and unsubscribe from all 

communication. This via simple email, letter or telephone.  

Our contact information: Himalayan Projects vzw (published in the BS. 38242003 on 

28/02/2003 with KBO no: 0479- 649-954) and with official address: Leiselestraat 138, 

B-8200 Sint-Michiels, Belgium (Europe) Tel .: +32 (0) 50 385 704 - Mob. Paul Vande 

Moortel, chairman: 0488 380277 - Nita Buduja Pun, secretary: 0487 523422 

himalayanprojects@gmail.com www.himalayan-projects.org, direct link to: 

www.himalayanprojects.org, www.himalayan-projects.org, www.himalayanprojects.be, 

www.himalayanprojects.com, www.himalayanprojects.brugseverenigingen.be  

www.facebook.com/HimalayanProjectsVZW  

This statement dated. May 23, 2018 is valid until a subsequent replacement or 

adjustment. Prepared in Bruges by Paul Vande Moortel, chairman Himalayan Projects npo. 
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